New Arrivals

Spring – Summer 2021

New Arrivals
I am proud to introduce our Spring / Summer 2021
collection where soft shapes and vibrant tones radiate
positive energy.
In these uncertain times the concept of home has taken
on an ambiguous meaning. As our behavior in the home
changes so does our relationship to it. Energize your space
with bright design details for an instant and refreshing lift.
Inspired by the free-flowing and alluring shapes of the
swinging ’60s, our new objects invite fluid forms into
your space. Bursting with joyful prints and combining
functionality with design, you will feel like you are part
of one of the most stylish decade ever.
Our surroundings can easily impact our emotions and
a brave splash of colour encourages a positive mind.
Immerse yourself in the bright warmth of pink, cheerful
tangerine and uplifting purple of our new paper vases
and catchalls. To boost your mood even more, we have
added several jazzy bookmarks to our iconic
sunglasses collection.
Stay positive, stay happy!
Marcel Baer
Founder & Creative Director

MOOD - BOOSTI NG DESIGN

RIVIERA
PAPER VASE S
The new Riviera Paper Vases are all about expression,
positive vibes and serve as the uplifting design statement
your home needs.
Place the vase on the dining table, in a windowsill or side
table for a characterful design object that is unique in both its
function and expression – and that pays homage to the ‘60s,
one of our favourite design decade.

Size: 215 x 290 mm
Size Mini: 168 x 168 mm, with greeting card and envelope
Material: Water resistant paper
Print: Offset with gold foil stamping
Embellishment: Laminated and sewn by hand

MINI PAPER VASE RIVIERA WAVE OMPVRW-20

This page
PAPER VASE RIVIERA ARCH OPVRA-20
Right page
PAPER VASE RIVIERA WAVE OPVRW-20
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RIVIERA WAVE
OPVRW-20

RIVIERA ARCH
OPVRA-20

MINI RIVIERA WAVE
OMPVRW-20

MINI RIVIERA ARCH
OMPVRA-20
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TH E FUTU RE IS BRIGHT

SUNGLAS SE S
BOOKMARK
COLLECTION
These finely-cut metal bookmarks make every user
read the glamorous way. The four jazzy shapes
draw inspiration the Mediterranean Rivieras in the ‘60s.
Glamorous movie stars. Life is a lens. A time to see
and to be seen; a moment to hold close like a bookmark.
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Finished with a subtle sheen and
presented on a screen-printed,
post-card sized mount.
Material: Metal
Size: 117 x 50 mm, Diameter: 0.3 mm
Embellishment: Die cut with embossed OCTAEVO logo
Mounted on thick screen printed mount, 0.5 mm
From left to right
PLEIN SOLEIL, BLACK OBPSBL-20
THE VOYAGE, BLACK OBTVBL-20

DOLCE VITA , BRASS OBDVBL-20
RIVIERA , BRASS ORBL-15

RIVIERA , BLACK
ORBN-15

RIVIERA , BRASS
ORBL-15

DOLCE VITA , BLACK
OBDVBL-20

DOLCE VITA , BRASS
OBDVBR-20

THE VOYAGE, BLACK
OBTVBL-20

THE VOYAGE, BRASS
OBTVBR-20

PLEIN SOLEIL, BLACK
OBPSBL-20

PLEIN SOLEIL, BRASS
OBPSBR-20
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TABLE TALK

CERAMIC
CATCHALL S
Step up your design game and make
your tablescape stand out. Dress up your foyer table or
use as a sophisticated bedside object for your
beloved trinkets, our catchalls come adorned with our
signature designs and gold foil accents. Treat yourself or give
one as a stylish gift - packaged in a lavish box.

Size: 155 x 155 mm
Material: High-fired porcelain
Embellishment: Hand applied gold glaze
Come in a luxurious gift box with gold stamping

RIVIERA WAVE OCTRWP-20
BAZA AR OCTBA-20

RIVIERA ARCH
OCTRAP-20

RIVIERA ARCH
OCTRAO-20

RIVIERA WAVE
OCTRWP-20

RIVIERA WAVE
OCTRWB-20

BAZA AR
OCTBA-20

GRECO
OCTGR-20

octaevo.com

